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Summer colour forecast
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Three simple steps:
- Select your colour
- Choose your base polymer
- Place your order
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- All colours are available
in a free sample
- Technical and safety data
sheets available
- Colours conform to
regulations and directives*
- Our colourists can provide
colour matching
* Please contact us for more details. This series is primarily used
for design purposes, colour may vary according to the human eye
and may not be 100% accurate on the plastic swatch.

Light that lasts
well into the
night, mornings so bright
you look forward
to waking up to.
Days packed with
summer fun are pouncing
round the corner. Here begins the biggest inspiration for
the summer colour palette: picked
from the array of pastel hues that
dance across the crisp skyline, down to the colour of the
spots that adorn the polka dot dress that’s been thirsty for
sunlight once again.
There is something about that golden abundance of energy that breathes life into our summer days.
The enticement of topping up on vitamin D and joining family, friends, colleagues. You can find the greatest
joy in hosting a BBQ in the garden as an occasion for laughter
to unite all your friends in one
place. The opportunity to create great memories and voice
stories deep into the night. Influencing the colour swatches:
‘Peach Kiss’, and ‘Carnival’, as
the sun starts to drop below the
skyline.

inspiration &
influences
The inspiration from parties, gatherings and
celebrations does not stop there, as your
mind laps up the images of ‘Candyfloss’
and ‘Soft Gin’, those pale pink delights
that fill summer festivals with happiness
and light hearted fun, when indulging in
the abundance of ice creams which is
more than encouraged.
Another distinctly defining aspect of summer is
that of chatting with friends over a cool beverage
in the garden of the local pub, while the
fresh evening breeze starts to creep
in. Thus, bringing the desires of
cold refreshing trips to the pool
to escape the constant sunny hugs, just for a couple of
hours.
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